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(Instrumental Solo). This medley for violin and piano was arranged by Lindsey Stirling, who came to

fame after her appearance on "America's Got Talent" for her unique and hip violin playing. The

medley contains the songs: Angel of Music * The Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera *

Think of Me. Includes pull-out violin part.
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Fantastic arrangement of themes from Phantom with a good balance between showy and lyrical.

Shifting through 1st through 5th positions happens somewhat regularly, but the majority of this can

be played in 1st position if desired. The end goes all the way to the high end of the fingerboard.

There are some double stops as well. The high position work at the end is short enough to make it a

good, manageable challenge piece for anyone who hasn't played in the higher positions.

I've been a violinist for quite a while now, so when I found this sheet music from my favorite Lindsey

music video, I couldn't resist. The first thing I noticed after cutting the packaging is that it's pretty

light, which isn't always a bad thing. The cover looks a bit glossy and the cover art looks amazing,

just like in the music video. It's a bit fragile but it's fine. The contents inside hold a separated violin

solo sheet music (back to front) and attached to the book, sheet music showing both violin and

piano sheet music. Page turning to the back is awkward and clumsy, and even though it would be

cumbersome, I would've preferred if the sheet music was on separate sheets. The sheet music



matches up perfectly with the music video and sounds absolutely lovely when played. Think of Me

sounds especially beautiful and if you play it with a friend, it doesn't sound half bad! However, the

book could have been improved. If the violin solo music is separated, then there should also be a

separated piano accompaniment sheet music as well along with both parts on sheet music. Though

I'm not quite sure, in some parts of the music video, I saw an orchestra accompanying Lindsey, so

perhaps there could have been orchestra sheet music as well. Yes, I know this is a solo violin and

piano medley but it would be awesome if there were bonuses such as guitar and drum set sheet

music and an accompanying CD. That being said, this is a great book with great sheet music that is

a brilliant sounding medley of a brilliant soundtrack. There could have been some extras but I'm not

complaining too much. Kudos to Lindsey!

Very nice addition to my teaching library for more advanced students exploring third position and

beyond. Students have been enthusiastic about this option to develop a quick bow and use 3rd

position in modern context!

My son saw her video on You Tube and wanted the music for his violin. It is NOT an easy piece and

he is still working on it. But he spends hours practicing it piece by piece and is very happy with it.

It does not come with a CD and I don't have a piano player that can manage to play this level, but

you can get the video clip on youtube and it works great. Very cool!

I love Lindsey's arrangement of Phantom of the Opera.The book is the piano music (violin part is

written in). There's an insert inside the book that's the violin music. The violin music is 6 pages long

(page turning is a little awkward if you have to do it yourself).The only way this book could be better

is if it came with an accompaniment CD. At least you can play along with Lindsey's recording.

I love Phantom of the Opera so getting Lindsey's interpretation of the piece is very exciting for me!

Can't wait to get started.

Good!!
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